
Objective 1: Intro to 
microaggressions

❏ Microaggressions in Everyday Life (book) - Derald Wing Sue’s text on 

racial, gender, and sexual orientation based microaggressions

❏ When Words Are Unwittingly Racist or Sexist (article) - Boston 

University students describe familiar racist and sexist microaggressions

❏ If Microaggressions Happened to White People (video) - MTV Decoded 

parodies the concept of white people experiencing microaggressions

Objective 2: marginalized 
communities and microaggressions

(Racial microaggressions)

❏ As Starbucks trains on implicit bias, the author of “White Fragility” gets 

real (article) - Robin DiAngelo unpacks reframing the definition of 

“racism”, understanding implicit bias, and addressing “white fragility”

❏ Teachers, please learn our names! (article) - qualitative research on K-12 

students’ of color self-reports of racial microaggressions in the classroom

❏ My Name, My Identity (campaign) - a Santa Clara County Office of 

Education initiative advocating for inclusive and affirming environments 

for students of color 

❏ Why It’s Racist to Be Colorblind (video) - in the Feminist Fridays series, 

Marina Watanabe explains the hidden meaning behind “I don’t see race.”

(Gender Microaggressions)

❏ The Gender Unicorn  (infographic) - interactive graphic by the Trans 

Student Educational Resources used to talk about sex, gender, and sexual 

orientation
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https://www.amazon.com/Microaggressions-Everyday-Life-Gender-Orientation/dp/047049140X
http://www.bu.edu/today/2014/when-words-are-unwittingly-racist-or-sexist/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPRA4g-3yEk
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/05/28/racism-white-defensive-robin-diangelo-white-fragility/637585002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/05/28/racism-white-defensive-robin-diangelo-white-fragility/637585002/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13613324.2012.674026
https://www.mynamemyidentity.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaqOkutHSpI
http://www.transstudent.org/gender/


Objective 2: marginalized 
communities (Cont’d)

(Gender Microaggressions)

❏ Serena Williams again bears brunt of double standards in tennis (article) 

- Anna Kessel writes about restrictive gender roles that play out in tennis

❏ Australian TV anchor wears same suit every day for a year to prove sexism 

is going strong (article) - Lily Karlin reports on a male anchor’s efforts to 

shed light on double standards imposed on men and women in media

(LGBTQ+ Microaggressions)

❏ Things LGBT Women Are Tired of Hearing (video) - ℅ HuffPost

❏ 19 LGBT Microaggressions You Hear On a Daily Basis (article) - Kevin 

Nadal’s photo project of LBGT folks and microaggressions they endure

❏ 17 Bisexual Guy Problems (video) - ℅ As/Is

❏ Virginia school allegedly barred trans student from active-shooter drill 

(article) - Example of second class citizen theme in the school system

(Disability Microaggressions)

❏ Social Model of Disability (video) - explanation of the medical and social 

models of disability, highlighting society’s role in creating disability

❏ Disability Sensitivity Training Video (Youtube video) - a humorous look at 

different etiquette strategies for engaging with people with disabilities

❏ Microaggressions and Marginality (article) - research by Keller & Galgay 

on the themes/content of microaggressions experienced by PWD.

❏ 5 Phrase Disabled People Are Tired Of (video) - MTV Decoded invites 

Danielle Perez to advocate against five common disability related

microaggressions
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https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2018/sep/09/serena-williams-again-bears-brunt-double-standards-tennis
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/11/17/tv-anchor-same-suit-sexism_n_6170900.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/11/17/tv-anchor-same-suit-sexism_n_6170900.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sFlQDHugbvc
https://www.buzzfeed.com/hnigatu/19-lgbt-microaggressions-you-hear-on-a-daily-basis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1v4ORpb1eA
https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/virginia-school-allegedly-barred-trans-student-active-shooter-drill-n918216
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24KE__OCKMw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gv1aDEFlXq8
https://nau.edu/uploadedFiles/Offices_and_Committees/CDAD/_Forms/Microagressions.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DSL-2hsRk8&list=PLLreUsexUtEO-afC42WdPtaBMQDYUEOOM&t=0s&index=2


Objective 3: Intersectionality

❏ Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex (article): Kimberle 

Crenshaw’s seminal work on the theory of “intersectionality”

❏ WTF Is Intersectional Feminism (Youtube video) - MTV Braless explains 

the concept of intersectionality and how to apply it to feminist efforts.

❏ On Intersectionality in Feminism and Pizza (video) - Akilah Hughes 

employing  a...cheesy metaphor explaining intersectional feminism

❏ The Price of Being Black and Disabled in America (article) - exploration of 

the intersections of race and disability in wake of police brutality.

Objective 4: coping Frameworks & 
Strategies

❏ Microaggressions in Everyday Life (book) - Derald Wing Sue’s text on 

racial, gender, and sexual orientation based microaggressions

Objective 5: from theory to 
practice

❏ What are the strengths of your communities in fostering inclusivity?

❏ What are growth areas you can anticipate in the coming year?

❏ What are ways you can discuss this content with your community 

members?

❏ What is one take away that you are leaving with today (action 

steps/”what’s next?”)
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https://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=&httpsredir=1&article=1052&context=uclf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-nmxnmt_XU&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FgK3NFvGp58
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/jun/22/police-killings-disabled-black-people-mental-illness
https://www.amazon.com/Microaggressions-Everyday-Life-Gender-Orientation/dp/047049140X

